
 

Rule Crazy™ Board Game by P.F. Shaggy™ 

 

BEHIND THE GAME 
 

Who invented Rule Crazy? 
 

Rule Crazy was invented by Shahin Orci, P.F. Shaggy founder, and his 6-year-old daughter (Chief 

Fun Officer) Sabrina. Before and during play-testing with children, parents and teachers, Sabrina 

was a trusted advisor. The story is quite funny though, because as a very feisty 6-year-old, Sabrina 

was absolutely brutal in her feedback and crazy with her suggestions. Orci said, “Ironically, this 

goes against the game industry advice of never play-testing with friends or family because they will 

be kind and not tell you if a game isn’t working. In the end, my daughter’s input made all the 

difference in engaging with young children!” 

 

For additional texture see the following question in the Retail section below: 

“How is Rule Crazy different from other reading games for younger kids?” 
 

Why was Rule Crazy created? 
 

P.F. Shaggy founder, Shahin Orci, and his 6-year-old daughter Sabrina created Rule Crazy 

because they were challenged to find hilarious games on the mass market retail shelf suitable for 5 

and 6-year-olds trying to build their reading confidence. There was a gap there, and they realized 

that other families were also searching. 

 

Furthermore, as Orci considered the effort and expense required to develop a game he learned of 

the national literacy challenge faced by a shocking proportion of children as they entered the fourth 

grade. Orci said, “Up to the third grade kids are in the first stage: learning to read. That’s when we 

need to engage and inspire them. If they can’t read after that, then they will fail in the next stage: 

reading to learn.” 

 

For more information see the following question in the Education section below: 

“Why are reading games for children 5-8 years (grades K-2) important?” 

 

Is there a consumer insight behind the game? 
 

Yes, at 5-8 years old, kids typically have many rules to follow and often don’t feel they have many 

choices. It can be disheartening for some, especially when they’re so eager for independence. So 

the idea behind Rule Crazy was to turn the tables on parents: let kids create the rules, and let them 

get as crazy as they like. Sometimes to the mortification of their parents. (We’re kidding; it’s all in 

good fun.) Ultimately, from the consumer insight emerged the game’s tagline of, “The outrageous 

reading game where kids make the rules!” 

 

Why didn’t P.F. Shaggy create an app instead of a board game? 
 

While the development and distribution of an app would have been much simpler and less 

expensive, P.F. Shaggy intentionally created a board game. Orci said, “Apps for smartphones and 

tablets are wonderful tools to help children improve their reading skills, but are often solitary and 

disengage children from their families. Rule Crazy was built to bring families together. To create 

fun family experiences.” 

 



The other reason for development of a board game was because there are already many excellent 

reading apps for 5-8 year-olds, but not many reading board games on the store shelf for that same 

group. 

 

Is there a large game publisher behind the Rule Crazy brand? 
 

No. Rule Crazy (published by P.F. Shaggy) is a movement with deep roots in the community. 

Following comprehensive study of the category, its development was shaped thanks to extensive 

play-testing and feedback from parents, children, teachers, and after-care programs in Southern 

California. The play-testing took place in groups, homes and classrooms. Data was collected 

through surveys and interviews. Revisions and adjustments took place over a 12 month period. 

Shahin Orci said, “It was truly refreshing to develop Rule Crazy through a carefully executed 

community effort, versus a corporate-driven initiative.” 

 

Does Rule Crazy reflect the diversity of its national consumer? 
 

Yes. The illustrated characters on the Rule Crazy reading cards are racially/ethnically diverse. In 

addition, many play-testers who also reflected the rich multicultural diversity of the country 

recognized and praised the game for its inclusiveness. 

 

What is the background of founder Shahin Orci? 
 

Shahin has worked over 20 years in the advertising industry as a strategist and account manager. 

He’s partnered closely with agency/client teams to deliver the ads you see for many well-known, 

national and regional brands in a variety of consumer categories. 

 

In 2014, Shahin self-published his first children’s picture book. (“Happy Right Here” was written 

under the pen name P.F. Shaggy. Digital release available on Amazon.) 

 

From 2015 to 2016 Shahin launched P.F. Shaggy (the publishing company) and worked hard to 

develop and publish Rule Crazy under close supervision from his trusted advisor Sabrina.  

 

RETAIL 

 

How is Rule Crazy different from other reading games for younger kids? 
 

Rule Crazy is an irreverent children’s game, and something the larger toy companies probably 

wouldn’t create. A fun way to think of it might be, “Cards Against Humanity® meets Kindergarten!” 

Except in the end, Rule Crazy has a very noble and healthy purpose: to inspire a child’s love of 

reading, and build their reading confidence at a young age when it really matters! 
 

To really engage kids as young as five and six, the P.F. Shaggy founder’s 6-year-old daughter 

(and co-inventor) insisted that the game had to be EXTREMELY silly. So that filter was always on. 

Outrageous fun came first. And naturally that meant including topics such as “picking noses”, 

“tooting in the house”, “smelly feet”, “a bottom” and more. Daughter loved it, while dad got a little 

nervous. But he felt much better after sneaking in the vegetables. (Meaning learning.) The game 

includes many more legitimate words, including 72 sight words. 

 

For more information see the following question in the Education section below: 

“What are sight words and why are they used in Rule Crazy?” 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Happy-Right-Here-English-Language-ebook/dp/B00QZOUBZE


Why buy Rule Crazy when there are other Word games already on the market? 
 

Rule Crazy differentiates itself from other word-based games because it involves constructing and 
reading sentences. Once younger kids (graduating preschool) begin to master reading words, they 
benefit greatly from learning how they’re put together into sentences. 
 
P.F. Shaggy founder, Shahin Orci, and his 6-year-old daughter Sabrina created Rule Crazy 

because they were challenged to find hilarious games on the mass market retail shelf suitable for 5 

and 6-year-olds trying to build their reading confidence. There was a gap there, and they realized 

that other families were also searching. 

 

Between award-winning word-based games like Zingo® by Thinkfun® (4+ yrs) and Apples to 
Apples® 7+ by Mattel®, there is a perfect spot for an award-winning sentence-reading game like 
Rule Crazy! 
 

Who is Rule Crazy targeted to? 
 

Rule Crazy is a board game designed for children 5-8 years old (K-2nd grade), and their families 

and teachers. And while the game has learning built in to it, mass market family entertainment is 

the first order of business. As Orci likes to say, “Rule Crazy’s vision is to become the picture book’s 

companion for reading fun at home and in the classroom. We don’t get into the grammatical. We 

just read sentences, use our imaginations and get silly. Education is simply a fantastic by-product.” 

 

Other groups who have shown interest in Rule Crazy are ESL teachers, homeschoolers and grade 

school after-care programs. 

 

Does game play adjust to a player’s reading level? 
 

Yes. Reading levels can vary significantly from ages 5-8.To maximize playability Rule Crazy 

incorporates rules to adapt to beginners, advanced readers, and teachers and their classrooms. 

 

In addition, during a game, younger players can play using the Beginner rules, while older players 

can play using the Advanced rules. This is great for families with siblings of different ages. 

 

Is Rule Crazy expandable? 
 

Yes. Rule Crazy launches with a Starter Edition, but the plan is to expand the brand to maximize 

consumer engagement at retail. As with many other word-based games, reading card expansion 

packs are in development. They will deliver grade-specific vocabulary and popular themes (i.e., 

fairies/princesses, monsters/cars) that young kids and parents can get excited about. 

 

Has Rule Crazy been recognized by the toy industry? 
 

We’re proud to share that Rule Crazy, Starter Edition, won five awards in its 2016 launch year. The 

five awards are: The National Parenting Center Seal of Approval; Family Choice Award; Parents’ 

Choice Approved Award; PAL Award; Tillywig Toy Award (Brain Child) 

 

How does P.F. Shaggy simplify retail trial? 
 

The Rule Crazy, Starter Edition box was designed to stand out visually, yet take much less space 
on the shelf. (Product dimensions are: 10.5” tall x 4.7” wide x 2.1” deep) 
 

Is Rule Crazy available now? 
 

Rule Crazy is in stock and ready for retail order. It’s also available to consumers through Amazon. 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B018HVORDO


 

EDUCATION 

 

Why are reading games for children 5-8 years (grades K-2) important? 
 

According to a Reading is Fundamental (RIF) literacy fact sheet, “The first three years of schooling 

are a critical time to learn the basic skills needed to tackle a more advanced curriculum, yet many 

who enter fourth grade struggle with reading.” In 2015, the National Assessment of Education 

Progress (NAEP) reading test found that a staggering sixty-four percent of all U.S. fourth graders 

scored “below proficient”.  

 

Rule Crazy, Starter Edition, was released in 2016 by P.F. Shaggy founder, Shahin Orci, and his 6-

year-old daughter CFO (Chief Fun Officer), Sabrina, to help address the literacy challenge 

students often face by the fourth grade, and to deliver the healthy balance of laughs and learning 

sought by today’s younger millennial families. 

 

How does Rule Crazy benefit new and emerging readers? 
 

With Rule Crazy, a big goal was to turn the often dreaded “Reading Required” label into a positive 

for families and their 5 and 6-year-olds. (Usually word and sentence-reading games start at 7 or 

older, so the youngest kids get left out, while older kids have all the fun.) Not anymore! Children 

can now engage with the help of their parents, and have fun doing it. 

 

Why is Rule Crazy based on Reading versus STEM or STEAM? 
 

Currently, STEM and STEAM-based games are in great demand. However, the makers of Rule 

Crazy believe that there is another brain-boosting category that must not be forgotten by the board 

game industry: Reading. Mass market retail shelves today are lacking reading-based games for 

younger children, especially ages 5-6. Rule Crazy is intended to help restore more balance. 

 

What are sight words and why are they used in Rule Crazy? 
 

Sight Words are those words used most commonly in early reading materials. (Up to 75% of the 

time.) In addition, they’re often not as easy to sound out. 

 

Rule Crazy incorporates sight words (from the Dolch list) to boost the educational benefit. When 

children learn these high frequency words “by sight”, they can often focus more easily on meaning 

and comprehension, and better enjoy reading. 

 

GAME PLAY & DEVELOPMENT 

 

How do you play Rule Crazy? 
 

In Rule Crazy, kids create silly sentences (crazy rules) from cards in the game tray. Mystery Cards, 

at the back of the tray, offer alternative word choices to change up their sentences. After sharing 

completed sentences and having a good laugh, children move their tokens forward toward the Win 

space. Kids must watch out for Wild Cards though, as they turn up randomly to move them ahead 

and back! 

 

For those who don’t like to read rules, very silly "How to Play" videos can be viewed on YouTube, 

and at http://www.RuleCrazy.com/hi 

 

 

https://youtu.be/g1elqdUe8Gw
http://www.rulecrazy.com/hi


How did 6-year-old co-inventor, Sabrina, contribute to the game? 
 

“Rule Crazy would not be half as crazy, or half as good, were it not for Sabrina’s input,” Orci has 

said. “Sabrina weighed in on everything from design to game play mechanics.” Some examples 

include: 

 Input to determine the best card topics for kids (i.e., a big booger) 

 Input on almost every character illustration and box design 

 Insight which led to the Beginner Rules. (Where younger kids can engage and build 

confidence by reading single cards, versus reading the three cards needed to make a 

complete sentence.) 

 Removal of the "move back two spaces" wild cards, which were far too brutal 

 

What if there are cards (words) parents prefer not to use in their household? 
 

Rule Crazy game play is not affected by the removal (and magical disappearance) of a handful of 

cards. The designers feel it’s important to respect each household’s or classroom’s preferences. 

 

In addition, the “move back one space” Wild Cards can be removed if younger children find them 

too difficult to handle. (However, it’s important to keep the “move ahead one space” Wild Cards, 

because they turn up randomly to move children closer to the Win space, and to give different 

players a chance to win.) 

 

Why do games last only 5-20 minutes? 
 

A shorter game duration is by design, based on learnings from play testing. At younger ages 
players have shorter attention spans, and must concentrate more intensely when reading 
sentences. Therefore shorter game times minimize the risk of burn out. In addition, shorter game 
times allow parents to fit game time into busy evening routines. 
 

Why is Rule Crazy not more of a strategic game? 
 

By design, the focus of Rule Crazy is on learning vocabulary and composing/reading sentences. 
Especially for younger players, this is a significant undertaking. Building in strategy on top of that is 
often too challenging and decreases the fun factor. 
 

 

For more information, visit our Toy Fair 2017 online press kit http://toyfair.vporoom.com/PFShaggy 

or visit Shahin at booth # 4203. 

 

Media and Buyer contact: 

Shahin Orci 

P.F. Shaggy 

(310) 487-6656 

sorci@pfshaggy.com 
 

More details about Rule Crazy, including where to purchase, can be found by visiting: 

http://www.RuleCrazy.com. Follow P.F. Shaggy on twitter @PFShaggy. 
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http://toyfair.vporoom.com/PFShaggy

